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EDITORIAL

Normal Science in the Time of Corona

This issue of Engineering Studies comes out during the COVID-19 pandemic, and this edi-
torial is being written from home under ‘lockdown’ conditions. Right now, it is too early
to know what the long-term consequences of the pandemic will be. In the short term, our
readers and authors should be patient as most of our editors and reviewers have had to
prioritize matters other than journal work. There will be some delays. Engineering Studies is
not essential infrastructure, and our articles are not going to provide a way out of this cri-
sis. Some things – staying safe and healthy, looking after loved ones, helping friends and
students who are overwhelmed – are always going to be more important than academic
publishing, but especially right now. We have to put things in perspective.

But putting things into perspective alsomeans reflecting on howour expertise can help,
in small ways and large. This crisis has revealed much about engineers and engineering,
and I predict that studies of the coronavirus pandemicwill be a staple of this and other jour-
nals for some time. We have seen engineers rise to the occasion: in, for instance, helping to
rapidly buildmakeshift hospitals and retooling factories tomanufacture ventilators, masks,
and hand sanitizer. We’ve also seen that some engineered infrastructures have adapted
incredibly well. The migration of many workplaces on-line hasn’t gone perfectly, but it’s
remarkable that it could be done at all.

At the same time, the crisis has shown us how much engineers have failed to take into
account. Take the global passenger aviation system: it is a sociotechnical marvel made up
of airplanes, airports, traffic control technologies, electronic booking systems, security sys-
tems, customs inspection practices, pilots and crews and schools for training them, etc.,
etc. Normally we hardly perceive its slip-ups, nor its incremental evolution. Yet an histori-
cal view shows that passenger aviation has occasionally had to evolve quickly and under
duress because of revelations that its engineers failed to consider – or, even worse, consid-
ered but failed to act upon – fundamental flaws. Many aviation experts of the mid-1960s,
for instance, thought that supersonic transports were the future of their industry – without,
apparently, understanding that people wouldn’t tolerate continual sound pollution from
sonic booms.1 The events of 11 September 2001 revealed that the passenger aviation sys-
tem wasn’t configured to prevent that style of attack. Over the past year, it has become
more obvious to more people that passenger aviation is unsustainable in the face of both
peak oil and climate change. The growing response, especially in some parts of Europe, has
been a growing sense of ‘flight shame’ and hence reduced air travel – a turn that the pas-
senger aviation system’s designers also did not anticipate. Now, over the course of March
2020, it has emerged that passenger aviation was not constructed to withstand a global
pandemic. No doubt the planes will fly again soon enough, but the system will not be the
same.

The COVID-19 pandemic also provides an unsettling window onto distinctions between
‘high’ and ‘low’ tech and ‘skilled’ and ‘unskilled’ labor, and the problems with seeing the
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world in terms of ‘technological fixes’. For those societies that are in lockdown, it turns
out that the essential workers without whom we would all starve are, among others, the
supermarket staff whompoliticians and economists routinely label ‘unskilled’. Likewise, the
frontline technical experts of the day are crafters who can sew protective masks from vac-
uum cleaner bags. It’s a reminder of a basic engineering studies finding: that the ‘unskilled’
label is a political choice rather than a straightforward reflection of reality.2 Obviously,
some categories of workers whom society more easily recognizes as ‘skilled’ are also cru-
cial in overcoming COVID-19, most notablymedical doctors. But it is telling that a relatively
low-tech and much-maligned branch of medicine – public health – could have prevented
the pandemic if its practitioners had been listened to. In most industrialized societies,
industries, entrepreneurs, and disciplines that offer high-tech fixes have significantly more
political and economic power than those that offer low-tech prevention, even if the former
costs much more – in blood and treasure – than the latter.3

Whether labeled high or low tech, we’re also seeing that today’s pandemic ‘fixes’ are
being readied as tomorrow’s technologies of social control. Drones, infrared cameras and
thermometers, testing kits, border controls, dataminingof socialmedia – all of thosegenies
are being used to curb the pandemic now, but will be difficult to put back into the bottle
once the immediate crisis is over. That, too, is an engineering studies finding – one that will
no doubt be replicated often in years to come.4

Given the current state of theworld it is somewhat surreal to put out a regular issue of an
academic journal. But there is also great reassurance in preserving routine and normalcy.
So in that sense it is my pleasure to say that this is not a ‘special’ issue of Engineering Studies
but rather a routine, ordinary issue that shows our field to be a Kuhnian normal science
capable of setting and solving problems of value both to ourselves and towider audiences.
The contributions in this issue draw on three of the classic approaches in our field: recent
history of communities and institutions (Nan Wang); ethnography of engineering practice
(Charles Anthony Bates and Christian Clausen); and programmatic use of short case studies
(Peter Robbins, David Wield, and Gordon Wilson). All three put their own spin on those
approaches, though; and in so doing, they bring engineering studies – and engineering
practitioners – into contact with new ideas and interlocutors.

The three articles speak for themselves, but as an editor I’d like to situate them each rel-
ative to some works and concepts that stood out for me while reading them. Their authors
– and you as readers – will no doubt see them in a somewhat different light. Which is great!
This editorial establishes a context that might embellish your reading, not the context that
determines themeaning of these articles.

We start with Bates and Clausen’s ‘Engineering Readiness: How the TRL Figure of Merit
Coordinates Technology Development.’ One of the distinctive features of this article is that
it is not just an ethnographic study, but an auto-ethnography: the lead author (Bates) is
both analyst and full practitioner within the ethnographic site (i.e., the company he works
for). There is a venerable tradition in engineering studies and science and technology
studies (STS) of practitioner-analysts and we have many studies where such scholars have
drawn on their technical expertise in developing STS arguments. The aeronautical engi-
neer, philosopher, and historian Walter Vincenti – who passed away late last year – set
the standard for this approach to engineering studies.5 There aren’t many works, how-
ever, where the practitioner-analyst remains a practitioner and puts their own individual
practice into the vocabulary of the analyst.6 Perhaps the closest analogues are provided
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by classic sociological and ethnomethodological studies of musicmaking by practicing
musician-sociologists.7 And, in fact, I see some interesting resonances between Bates and
Clausen’s study and ethnomethodology’s axiom that themembers of an ethnographic site
are always themselves ethnographers who are attempting to understand the rules of the
site.8 This article makes the case that some STS concepts have near-equivalents in mem-
bers’ vocabularies inmany sites of technicalwork, and therefore that there should beplenty
of scope for two-way traffic: STS needs to understand members’ vocabularies, but mem-
bers – engineers, technicians, managers, etc. – can benefit from engaging with STSers’
vocabulary.

Inmyown research, I’ve alsoobserved that analoguesof someSTS concepts, such as tacit
knowledge, easily emerge in conversation with scientists and engineers. What I had not
expected was that the vocabulary of actor-network theory (ANT) would also fall into that
category. The basic outlines of ANT can sometimes appear (perhaps deliberately) shock-
ing and counter-intuitive: non-humans have no less agency than humans; and in any case
it’s not humans who have agency but rather assemblages of heterogeneous elements that
possess agency as a property that emerges from their positioning relative to other assem-
blages.9 Whew! So it’s fascinating to see Bates and Clausen argue that ANT’s vocabulary is
enlightening not just for engineering studies practitioners but for engineers andmanagers
themselves.

The specific use theymakeofANT resonateswithother recentwork that emphasizes that
‘non-humanactants’ canbe just about anything. In classicANTworks actantsweregenerally
animals, objects, and machines – seatbelts, speed bumps, oysters, microbes. But the pos-
sibility always existed that actants could be ideas, calculative techniques, even deities.10

Bates and Clausen examine an actant known as the Technology Readiness Level (TRL),
which they see as a calculative device that facilitates the coordination of various mem-
bers and actions in an engineering project. There is certainly an ANT tradition of looking
at such devices.11 There are other strands of STS and engineering studies that do the same,
though, and it might be interesting to read Bates and Clausen in conjunction with them.
In particular, Donald Mackenzie’s work on a number of different calculative devices – from
Moore’s Law to financial derivatives – comes tomind.12 There’s also a line of work in cogni-
tive anthropology – some of it, again, inspired by ethnomethodology – on the distribution
of cognition among assemblages of humans, technologies, and calculative devices.13 For
all of these literatures the TRL would make a fascinating case.

Let me turn now to Nan Wang’s ‘Origin and Operation of the Chinese Academy of Engi-
neering: An Interaction between Expertise and Politics.’ The research puzzle in this article
is that the People’s Republic of China only began the process of founding an Academy of
Engineering long after the founding of the Chinese Academy of Science (1928, reorganized
1949), and even after the founding of the Chinese Academyof Social Sciences (1977). More-
over, the process leading to the establishment of the CAE took some sixteen years. All this
in a country where engineers are reputed to have a great deal of political influence.

I leave readers to discoverWang’s solution to that research puzzle for themselves. But to
set the scene I’d like to point out some continuities and differences between her study and
notable works in the history and sociology of science and engineering. First, Wang rightly
starts with some etymology, since it is not straightforward to knowwhat exactly was being
institutionalizedwhenwedocross-national comparisonsof the institutionalizationof ‘engi-
neering’. This section of the paper nicely contributes to a conversation about terms such as
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‘technology’ that authors such as Eric Schatzberg and Carl Mitcham have tracked over both
space and time.14

Themain body of the article sits at the intersection of at least three other conversations.
A number of classic studies have looked at societies in which engineers have wielded polit-
ical power, often to the detriment of both society and engineering. The 1920s and 1930s,
in particular, seem to have been a high point for such thinking across quite disparate politi-
cal systems: from the Technocracymovement to Herbert Hoover’s corporatist capitalism to
Franco’s Spain to the Soviet Union.15 Wang’s story of Chinese engineers and politics in the
1980s is somewhat different and perhaps more successful, though some of the same ques-
tions about the relationship between technical and political facts are still at play. Second, a
staple of our field are cross-national comparisons of the organization of engineering labor
in different countries, with engineering in China and East Asia more generally very much
at the fore.16 And third, there are a number of influential studies – some, indeed, engineer-
ing studies – that have looked at national academies of science during political revolutions,
particularly revolutions identifiedwith the political left.17 There is considerably lesswork on
academies of engineering anywhere, but especially in revolutionary or post-revolutionary
socialist regimes. That’s a gap partly filled byWang’s article. There’s also an emerging litera-
ture on academies of science in post-socialist states, especially in Eastern Europe.18 Wang’s
articles offers an interesting contrast, in that the PRC’s transition was more gradual and its
current state is not exactly ‘post:’ the Communist Party still dominates institutions such as
the Chinese Academy of Engineering, even if that same party also happily participates in a
global capitalist marketplace.

Lastly, Peter Robbins, David Wield, and Gordon Wilson’s ‘Engineering for Development
as Borderland Activity.’ Here the authors borrow an analytic concept – borderlands – that is
associated with historical studies, and apply it to contemporary engineering.19 Their point
is that engineering for development (or E4D) is a provincial fieldwithin engineering, always
closer to some adjoining engineering discipline than to the center of its practitioners’ own
fields. In the same way, borderlands have historically been provincial places, always closer
to another country than to the capital of their own.

In my view, history proves difficult to overcome in this essay. First, as the authors hint in
their introduction, E4D inherits a long history of schemes to use engineering to ‘develop’
provincial places. Many engineers were complicit in various metropoles’ colonial projects
to build dams, railroads, and telegraph lines to extend imperial control.20 Engineers have
not been as diligent in recognizing their complicity as practitioners of other disciplines such
as anthropology. On the other hand, engineers were also prominent in a number of anti-
imperial independence movements, and training engineers was an important objective of
newly independent post-colonial regimes.21 The authors also cite the appropriate technol-
ogy (or A/T) movement of the 1970s as a forebear of today’s E4D. I think that is correct, but
it should also be mentioned that A/T is widely regarded as having failed.22 The more mod-
ern antecedents and relatives of E4D are therefore organizations such as Engineers without
Borders and various Silicon Valley-inspired attempts to ‘hack’ global poverty, often using
philanthropic funding fromSiliconValley entrepreneurs.23 Of those forebears, A/Tprobably
came closest to the authors’ argument that engineers’ contact with (post)colonial societies
can change engineering everywhere for the better.

In a sense, the authors use of the borderlands concept to make that argument is
metaphorical. Borderlands has been tremendously useful in helping historians overcome
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nation-centric thinking, and in that way the concept helps us to understand both the bor-
derlands and the traditional nation better. The borderlands approach is part of a broader
move to ‘provincialize Europe’ (and European settler societies) – i.e., to make the sup-
posedly universal rationality and knowledge that claims its Europeanness seem just as
contingent and parochial as any other rationality or body of knowledge.24 For this article,
themetaphorical translationwouldbe toprovincialize dams, canals, bridges, nuclear power
plants, space shuttles, and other supposedly universal, privileged forms of engineering.
By looking at E4D, we see that contingent, parochial forms of engineering – engineer-
ing to solve undervalued problems in undervalued places – are at least as innovative and
fundamental as engineering’s ‘metropoles’ of bridges and reactors.

But themetaphor is more than ametaphor. The same Eurocentrist and narrowly nation-
alist historical perspective that the borderlands concept undermined is also responsible
for the ‘prestige asymmetry’ whereby some forms of engineering are seen as fundamen-
tal and universal while some are depicted as limited and parochial.25 Building a cheap
satellite is just as fundamental a challenge as building an expensive one, but the latter
has traditionally had more prestige conferred on it than the latter. Here we return again
to the problem of ‘high’ and ‘low’ tech that I brought up in connection with COVID-19.
I’d like to employ the term ‘high’ engineering for the kind of engineering that has tradi-
tionally been valued, at least in the Global North. It is ‘high’ in the sense that it draws on
the ‘high-tech’, supposedly science-based industries associated with Silicon Valley. But it
also rests on the ‘highmodernist’ ideology explored in James Scott’s Seeing Like a State: the
modernism of grand, sweeping built spaces, model villages, and straight lines imposed on
chaotic nature.26 As Scott shows, high modernist technologies such as dams failed disas-
trously, especially in places like the Soviet Union where engineers wielded political power.
That kind of high modernist faith in grand technologies took root in many post-colonial
settings as well, such as India – where it proved equally disastrous.27 A different paradigm,
rooted in the provinces of engineering and in the provincial places of the world, might be
healthier. There, we find a ‘low’ form of engineering: an engineering that builds networks
and alliances, that discovers universal knowledge in local challenges, that prides itself on
thrift and making do. As the case studies in this article show, provincial, borderlands engi-
neering can be ‘best’ engineering. ‘best’ is not the opposite of ‘appropriate;’ the best should
be what is appropriate to the local situation. And if that is true, then the best engineering
will often not be ‘high’ engineering.

Notes

1. Suisman, “The American Environmental Movement’s Lost Victory.”
2. Doing, “‘Lab Hands’ and the ‘Scarlet O’”; Hicks, Programmed Inequality.
3. Johnston, Techno-Fixers.
4. Monahan, Surveillance in the Time of Insecurity.
5. Vincenti,What Engineers Know and How They Know It.
6. But see Doing, “‘Lab Hands’ and the ‘Scarlet O’.”
7. Becker, “The Professional Dance Musician”; Sudnow,Ways of the Hand.
8. Garfinkel, Studies in Ethnomethodology.
9. Latour, Reassembling the Social.

10. Jarrahi and Sawyer, “Networks of Innovation”; Latour, “What Is Iconoclash?”
11. Latour, “Circulating Reference.”
12. Mackenzie, “Economic and Sociological Explanations”; Mackenzie, An Engine, Not a Camera.
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13. Hutchins, Cognition in theWild; Goodwin, “Professional Vision.”
14. Schatzberg, “‘Technik’ Comes to America”; Mitcham and Schatzberg, “Defining Technology and

the Engineering Sciences.”
15. Jordan, Machine-Age Ideology; Graham, The Ghost of the Executed Engineer; Camprubí, Engineers

and theMaking of the Francoist Regime; also Johnston, Techno-Fixers.
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17. Josephson, Physics and Politics in Revolutionary Russia; Alder, Engineering the Revolution; Neushul

and Wang, “Between the Devil and the Deep Blue Sea.”
18. Heinecke, “On the Route Towards Renewal?”
19. Hämäläinen and Truett, “On Borderlands”; Knotter, “Changing Border Regimes.”
20. Moon, Technology and Ethical Idealism.
21. Bassett, The Technological Indian.
22. Pursell, “The Rise and Fall of the Appropriate Technology Movement.”
23. Edwards, “Gates, Google, and the Ending of Global Poverty.”
24. Chakrabarty, Provincializing Europe, 2000.
25. Martin, “Prestige Asymmetry.”
26. Scott, Seeing Like a State.
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